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Abstract— This paper presents a novel autonomic management
framework for user-centric networks. The framework assumes
users are directly involved, or have direct interest, on their
communication system. Therefore it can place user-related
constrains on the behavior of the system. Groups of interest,
formed either implicitly or explicitly by users, are considered
inside the community concept, which the framework supports.
For the realization of this concept it is required a new knowledge
and logic layer, which we describe in this work. This framework
has been instantiated and tested in a small environment, and
provided social aware service access authorization. The results
showed the added flexibility of our framework, and its ability to
integrate diverse user requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

etworks are increasingly becoming user-centric: they
cater for user wishes, retain user preferences, and even
behave according with user past behavior. Recent community
network scenarios have exacerbated this trend – where users
become also part of the network provision, with direct or
indirect control over the traffic that flows on the network. The
Build Your Own Network is a concept that is now reaching
into market, albeit in a very simplistic way.
Mesh networks and ad-hoc networks are two well-known
scenarios where such networks grow into reasonable sizes. For
the operation of these networks, leading with the uncertainties
of the wireless media and with the moods of the users (turning
their equipment on, activating the 3G interface, etc…), selforganization is an essential characteristic. In fact, the
challenges now are no longer on the specific technologies to
use. Multiple works have already been done both on transport
protocols, on wireless spectrum management, on incentives
for cooperation [1], [2], [3], [4]. The key challenge is how do
we make these networks cooperate amongst themselves.
A network must self-organize in the way it reacts to large
topology changes naturally and evolve together with the user
base. In our early vision [5], we proposed that selforganization requirements and incentives were entangled and
could be jointly managed. Users may feel attracted to
participate in spontaneous networks, if they have some control
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over their participation. Such a vision imposes a radical
departure on traditional management challenges. On one hand,
the system needs to have autonomic features, being able to
operate without human intervention, and interacting with
neighbors with essentially zero-hassle to the network owner.
On the other hand, these systems are essentially centered on
the user interests and desires.
Our work has been addressing this dichotomy. We
developed [6] a management framework based on the notion
of community of users with similar context. This framework
should allow users to express their interest at a very high level,
formulating specific policies of what is acceptable behavior
(for them). Users can then self-associate in communities of
interests, which will be self-regulated. So in these groups we
see a balance where users give resources (e.g. in the form of
bandwidth, and storage, or even expertise) to others, in the
exchange of a desired service (may be similar or a different
service), while contributing to a common goal. We see that
this would greatly benefit the sprout of community
neighborhood networks as proposed in [5].
Nevertheless, we realized that these concepts were not
possible to deploy without resort to a high degree of
intelligence in the management actions. In fact, our selforganization goals can only be fulfilled if systems self-govern
themselves under the external constrains imposed by the
community it wants to belong to – effectively if we deploy an
autonomic management system, able to extract information on
network capabilities, resort to ontologies to agree on
community building, and perform reasoning and learning
mechanisms to improve overall performance, and the degree
of “belonging” to a community.
In section II we will formally describe the concepts
associated with our autonomic management proposal. In
Section III we describe the architecture developed for our
software, focusing in the Logic and Knowledge aspects of this.
Section IV briefly presents our prototype and some of our
results. Section V then presents a brief overview of previous
work in the area, and highlights the advantages of our
proposal. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. USER-CENTRIC AUTONOMIC MANAGEMENT
We base our user-centric management concepts on the
establishment of common interests between groups of users
(e.g. basic connectivity). For that we rely on the community
concept. Formally, a community is composed by a knowledge
context that is shared by different entities interacting. Entities
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can belong to several communities at the same time; so we
will focus this paper on the situation that for Community C,
the existing Knowledge Ke which represent the knowledge of
each entity, and a set of Entities E. A community includes all
member entities and their knowledge. That is, a community is
simply a subset of the universe of entities and their directly
related knowledge.
Elemental objects, with properties and relations are stated in
a well-known ontology (as proposed in a previous work [7]),
can be arranged in multiple ways, according to the purpose
and interaction history, forming complex objects. These
elemental objects can be of many types; still all share some
common content in the form:
Object : = ParentType::ParentName | Type::Name
Ultimately the concatenation of the object basic properties
can be used as a unique identifier (by means of a digest
function such as SHA-1) over all the tuples
<parent,type::name>.
Entities are able to operate over elemental or complex
objects composing the shared knowledge. As interaction takes
place, entities will shape knowledge by manipulating its
objects. The result is that each object will reflect part of the
community history. Each different community will have its
unique knowledge, and no two communities share the same
exact knowledge.
When interacting, entities may or may not create additional
shared knowledge depending of: a) entity wishes, b)
interaction nature, c) current knowledge. Entities may refuse
to add new knowledge for a specific interaction or may be
refused, depending on the information present in the
knowledge base. All entities are expected to comply with
current knowledge. In order to ensure this rule, other entities
can monitor how knowledge evolves, detect violations, and act
accordingly. This is facilitated in the wireless medium due to
the inherent eavesdropping capabilities not present in many
other technologies.
Entities are the actors of a Community and represent both
systems and users. We opted for such categorization because,
at a logical level, when building the ontology they presented
many similarities. Other reason is that we wanted to easily
support enterprises and other groups as Entities. The only
constraint imposed is that systems must have a relation to
some other Entity of a different type acting as an owner.
Entities may have their capabilities expressed in terms of
Resources, Devices and Services, which may be accessed by
others. All (devices, services and resources) may provide
several Attribute objects, which can be expressed in the form:
Attribute := Object | Name | Value
Actual service and resource consumption is out of the scope
of our framework and is executed in the same way it was
before by the specific services. At the same time we introduce
the means to integrate concepts of user level services as
presented by authors such as [4]. Services can be real (e.g.
FTP,
HTTP)
or
meta-services
(e.g.
FileSharing,
InternetAccess), which our framework correctly processes.

The Attribute Name is the identification of the Attribute inside
the parent object (e.g NetworkDevice_MediaType represents
the type of medium an interface supports). This is achieved by
means of specialization of the root objects through indication
of the sub-type. Attribute, Service, Device and Condition
objects support subtypes (as can be seen in the representation
of the Condition objects). We explicitly rely on specialization
rather than inheritance in order to reduce management
complexity.
Rule objects are complex objects defining the action to take
when a given condition is met. That is, when the condition is
valid, an Attribute is set. These objects enable the use of an
Event-Condition-Action (ECA) [8] approach, allowing the
policy to react to changes in the environment in a reactive
manner.
Rule := Condition | Attribute
Role objects are complex objects defining an interaction
behavior, which can be associated to Entities. They grant
access to Resources, Services, and other Roles (permissions),
while also impose constraints on behavior (obligations). Roles
are a specialization of the Object type and add the following
elements:
Role := Conditions | Attributes | Rules.
Well known Attributes can help describe the Role (e.g.
CreationDate), while an optional list states invariable
behavioral aspects (e.g. wireless channel or bandwidth
sharing). Condition objects state limitations to the relations
that can be created based to the Role. They take the following
form:
Condition := Type | Object | Attribute | Operator | Value
Type identifies if the Condition is mandatory (must be true)
or sufficient (its result is enough to decide), and constitutes a
case of specialization inside the Condition object. Object
identifies the object to require validation, Value is an arbitrary
block of information relevant to the Attribute, and Operator is
a comparison operator (e.g. EqualOrGreaterThan, Different, or
Equal) enhanced with the Exists operator. With proper
definition of Condition objects in Roles it is possible to enable
duty-separation, or cardinality over any Attribute present.
Creating a relation between Entities and Roles (or other
Objects) involves issuing a Delegation object, effectively
creating a relation between the two entities (issuer and
receiver) and the object. Delegations are comprised by the
following data:
D := Issuer | Receiver | Object | Counter | Flags | Dates | Sig
Delegation D is cryptographically signed (Sig) by the
issuer A and may allow the receiver B to further delegate it (or
not). We assume a PKI is available to nodes if security
requirements require secure Delegation issuing. However for
the sake of simplicity, and due the large number of standard
solutions, the PKI it is out of scope for this work. The Counter
field states the permission to further delegate (when greater
than 0). Issuers must provide Delegation object with a value
lesser than the value in their Delegation until 0 is reached. The
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flags field states if the Delegation is revoked. Other fields like
startDate, expireDate and updateDate are present to restrict
Delegation duration, or refresh its status. Considering that A
has a delegation with right to delegate, it can create
Delegation Dbr for B over Role R, with CRs(B) and CRm(B)
being the list of Conditions of R evaluated for Entity B if:

[(∃s ∈ CRs(B) : s = true)∪ (∀m ∈ CRm(B) : m = true)]≠ ∅
€

Delegating a Role R to an Entity B effectively entitles, B to
act according to the premises stated in R. It also gives B
permissions to access Services and Resources, otherwise
restricted to it. That is, delegations state a trust relation
between issuer and subject for a given object, at the same time
associating obligations and providing rights. Membership is
stated by the existence in the knowledge base of a delegation
of the “Member” Role. Besides this, each community can
build their set of Roles and evolve freely.
Also important is the verification of the Delegation objects
present, as they may allow access to resources which
otherwise would not be granted. Proper validation of a
Delegation, thus require verification of the Delegation chain
up to the community creator (both logical correction, and
cryptographic signatures). It’s up to the Entities to decide
when, and which chain to verify, constituting a tradeoff
between security and network overhead.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the software architecture required to
support an autonomic management system able to support the
user-centric view detailed in the previous sections. Our
architecture is designed as a generic framework for managing
information of entities forming groups or interests. We
intended to design a system with a generic core, able to
provide policy based self-management mechanisms to a
multitude of scenarios. In this aspect, except the Interface
Layer, all modules are independent of the actual instantiation
of the community. As an example, it could be a set of hosts
and employees using it as a distributed access control and
management tool. Still, critical design solutions are oriented
towards spontaneous networks of low power devices such as
ad-hoc and community mesh networks.
Our architecture is divided in four layers, namely: logic,
knowledge, interfaces and communications. The division aims
at building a modular system that while capable of supporting
a multitude of scenarios, still remains efficient to be applied in
low power devices. A representation of this architecture is
depicted in Figure 1.

A. Logic Layer
The core components of our system are the ones responsible
for managing information and reasoning. Without these
components it is impossible to devise a system capable of
processing (distributed) policies. We identify the need for
three core components: Operations, Reasoning Engine and
Monitoring.

The Operations component is required in order to actually
manage content. That is, create, change or delete information
and compose elements into more complex and useful objects.
Most objects will be created due to human interaction when
users input their preferences or explicitly create a group. Also,
it will operate over the knowledge and perform
simplifications, without discarding knowledge or distorting the
resulting obligations and permissions.
HTTP
TCP
IP
MAC
PHY

Interface Layer
Service
Discovery

Service
Interface

User
Interface

Community
Interface

Operations

Reasoning
Engine

Network
Interface

Logic Layer
Monitoring

Communication Layer

Knowledge Layer

DHT

Storage

Knowledge
Access

Figure 1 - System Architecture of the management system

Simplifications to knowledge are required as a form of
purging the knowledge base from duplicate or invalid objects.
Moreover, groups can be created, destroyed or, more
importantly, merged if logically similar. This is all handled by
the Operations component.
Connected to the Operations component is the Reasoning
component. While the first actively manipulates knowledge,
the Reasoning component only processes existing objects and
outputs decisions. No alteration of knowledge is done by the
Reasoning component, as it behaves as the engine processing
logical objects. In the same manner, other components do not
perform any logical inference, delegating this task to the
Reasoning module.
Objects can be manipulated by Entities according to their
wishes and access limitations imposed. However it can be
possible to perform malicious changes, which go beyond the
accesses or violate obligations. Moreover, community systems
are dynamic. Delegations previously issued may need to be
revoked if the destination user doesn’t meet the conditions for
the Role. The Monitoring module pools the knowledge and the
delegations issued and validate their correctness.

B. Knowledge Layer
Core components can manipulate objects and reason over
the logic created. Still, these objects are not persistent and
only available to the current process. The knowledge layer
provides means to make the knowledge created persistent and
disseminate it to all agents. In some way it can be considered
as an out-of-band communication plane as content added to
the knowledge layer by Entity A will affect Entity B if they
share the same knowledge instance.
This layer is composed by two components:
KnowledgeAccess and Storage. The first provides an interface
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enabling all actors sharing the same knowledge base to access
and operate over the existing objects. Effectively the
KnowledgeAccess component abstracts location of knowledge
elements, allowing transparent access, independently of the
actual physical location of an information object. While
knowledge is available to all actors, the KnowledgeAccess
component will also limit access (using the Reasoning
component) based on the existing objects and the Roles of the
accessing peer.
Data in our model is inherently relational, and standard
SQL databases are appropriate to provide the functionalities of
the Storage component. However, this solution is limited to
scenarios where all members can reach a common SQL server.
Distributed scenarios, such as the case of Wireless Mesh
Networks, may require the deployment of a more distributed
Storage, mainly due to issues related to overhead and
reliability. This is the approach we followed in our prototype,
as it enables spontaneous ad-hoc networks, and the Build Your
Own Network concept. In particular we focused in developing
a Storage layer supported by a DHT and following P2P
principles, allowing data dissemination and retrieval among an
undefined number of participants.

C. Communication Layer
With the previous layers, information objects can be
processed, made persistent, and disseminated transparently
among participants of a Community. However this is not
enough as there is no direct communication between entities.
The Communication Layer provides mechanisms, which
allow information to be discovered and exchanged between
entities. The ServiceDiscovery component advertises key
information regarding the current Entity capabilities and active
communities. In a previous preliminary work [9] we described
and evaluated an instantiation of this discovery component. It
relies on an improvement over mSLP suited for mesh and adhoc scenarios. It makes possible to discover entities, services
and communities in the neighborhood or through direct
contact as specified by an URI. The ServiceDiscovery
component effectively increases the reach of our system in
order to process location information (neighborhood based).
The Community Interface provides an interface allowing
direct exchange of information between instances running in
different nodes. It is required in order to support mechanisms
such as: requesting and issuing delegations, probing
capabilities to validate roles, or exchange knowledge private
to the entities.

D. Interface Layer
The Interface Layer is connected to the other layers and
provides additional objects to the knowledge space. Each
interface enriches the knowledge space by providing elemental
objects, thus shaping the future knowledge created. If a node
has no support for a particular object supported by an
unknown interface, it will just be incapable of processing part
of the knowledge. Ultimately its absence may limit enrolling
in particular roles or limit access to a service. The interface
components available at each node will thus tailor the use and

capabilities of the system. In our specific case we aim at user
centric autonomic behavior in wireless mesh networks. For
this purpose we defined three interfaces: User, Services and
Network. Other scenarios can require a different set of
interfaces. These interfaces have full responsibility for
interfacing services, users or systems to the internal language
of the management system (and vice-versa) and should be as
expressive as possible.
The UserInterface is vital as it allows users to express their
interests to the system by creating a persona in the form of an
Entity object. By using the User Interface, users explore the
entire knowledge base available in the communities they
belong to. In particular they are able to discover neighbor
users (both in terms of location and in terms of interest) and
interact with them, or create new communities. More
importantly they are able to build a social network (by issuing
Delegation objects), which can later affect network fabric.
The ServiceInterface provides a bridge between services
existing at nodes (e.g. FTP, HTTP, BitTorrent) and the
management system. Interaction is bidirectional: services can
use the management system to condition or limit access (e.g.
only members can access FTP with full speed); the system
will take in consideration the existence of a service when
reasoning over an object (e.g. Membership requires service
BitTorrent). It should be noticed that Users can always express
their will and may allow access to their services by issuing a
Delegation.
The final interface, and of utmost importance, is the
NetworkInterface. This component effectively bridges
different networking technologies by providing an abstraction
to the management system, while enforcing rules to the host
system. It allows generalized cross layer management, using
user centric policies. It also exports native network interfaces,
their capabilities and attributes to the system, and allows
manipulation of the network stack state and attributes (e.g.
changing wireless channel, or SSID). To further enrich the
NetworkInterface, networking functions such as Routing,
Forwarding, Shaping, and Packet Filtering are mapped to
NetworkService objects, which are a sub-type of the Service
object. This allows communities to enforce the configuration
of its participants, and restrict access to higher Roles based on
the value of almost any network attribute.

IV. PROTOTYPE AND RESULTS OBTAINED
A prototype implementation of the management system we
propose was developed under the Linux environment, and
using the C++ language. While used to validate the
architecture we devised, it aims to support user centric
autonomic network management in urban Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN). All modules were implemented in our
prototype except the Monitoring module, which we expect to
evaluate in a future work.
Because the target scenario of our prototype (WMN) is
comprised of many low power embedded devices, we
implemented most of the system using C++ on a Linux
environment. Other characteristic of the WMN scenario is that
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neighbor users living in the same street or city block can form
groups of interest spontaneously, and in an uncontrolled
manner. Moreover, existence of a reliable fixed infrastructure
is not guaranteed, which invalidates centralized storage
approaches, thus imposing the use of a distributed knowledge
base.

background at John laptop, the FTP server (through the PAM
infrastructure) queries the ServiceInterface module for
authorization.
Maria

John

Login. User=Maria

FTP Client

FTP Server

Is Maria Authorized?

AP A

PAM_CMF

AP M
Is Maria Authorized?

Service
Interface

Maria

Operations

John

AP J

AP B

Figure 2 - Schematic of our test topology

Several hosts, emulating the topology depicted in Figure 2,
composed the testbed used to evaluate the prototype
implementation. All hosts use Ubuntu 11.04 as their operating
system. The hardware is comprised either by actual PCs
(Maria, John), or by virtualized hosts. Access Points have their
memory limited to 64MB. All equipments run an instance of
the management system and are allowed to write to a small
permanent storage (which keeps local objects and
configuration across different runs). No wireless medium is
emulated in the testbed. While the wireless medium is relevant
for our scenario, it is not that relevant to validate the concept
and its logical effectiveness. Future work will focus in
evaluating the impact of the prototype in terms of additional
overhead, and efficiency over a real wireless testbed, which is
currently being deployed.
Considering the distributed nature of WMN, the Storage
module is comprised of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT),
running at a subset of the nodes (in this case, at the APs).
Information objects are automatically replicated to nodes, and
accessed in a completely transparent manner. This is actually
the purest form of a spontaneous, autonomic community,
sharing a common knowledge base. The DHT overlay follows
some principles of Kademlia [11], and each node can allocate
a configurable amount of space to storage. Objects are put to
the storage, and are identified by a digest computed over the
concatenation of name, type and parent. Caching much
increases storage performance during get operations. We still
follow a write-through approach to put operations. Automatic
object locking, and put serialization is supported by
designating master peers (determined by the XOR metric),
which are responsible for coordinating put operations to an
object, and invalidate other peers cache.
In a simple authorization test case Maria discovers a user
community where John provides a FTP service. When Maria
accesses John FTP service, the DHT is searched for a valid
delegation with key <Maria, Member, community>, and the
access is authorized or denied based on the existence of a
Member Delegation. The sequence of modules invoked is
depicted in Figure 3. This approach is valid for almost all
applications making use of the Linux PAM library. It should
be noticed that, Maria is not running any additional software
besides the FTP client and our management software.
In this case, and when Maria provides her username, in the

DHT

Success/Fail Reasoning
Engine

Delegation
Maria-Member-WIP?

Knowledge
Access

Figure 3 - Schematic of the agents and messages exchanged while authorizing
an FTP session

Considering a community named WIP, Maria has no
delegation in this community and therefore cannot access WIP
resources. When she tries to access the FTP service she will
get a negative answer. Figure 4 depicts the messages
exchanged by the PAM module and the management system
running at John laptop. In this case the response can be
obtained, from the reasoning logic, after 415ms. During this
time, other queries could be made in parallel as the delay is
related to the process of searching the DHT for an object, until
all relevant nodes provide a negative answer.
CMF
0.00 ms
21.25 ms

CMF Ack, code=auth, cookie=xxx
CMF Register, service=ftp, password=xxx

23.96 ms
50.20 ms

CMF Ack, code=ok
CMF Authorize, user=Maria, service=ftp

52.28 ms
467.24 ms

CMF Ack, code=denied
CMF Unregister

469.70 ms
480.80 ms

PAM_CMF (FTP)
CMF Register, service=ftp

CMF Ack, code=ok

Figure 4 - Messages related to service registration and user verification, with
unsuccessful authorization, captured by a monitoring application.

Figure 5 - Output of a denied FTP login

In the case of a failure accessing a service, the PAM module
provides feedback to the user detailing the reason why the
authorization failed. As shown in Figure 5, the user is informed
that no Delegation object exists for Maria in the WIP
community. Therefore the Maria cannot access John FTP
Server.
In our test case, AP-M creates a delegation for Maria as
Member. The same FTP access process is repeated (see Figure
6), but this time a Delegation is found and service access is
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granted (Maria can access FTP server owned by John). The
message flow is similar to the previous case; with the
difference in the result obtained (Authorized), and the time the
query takes, which is lower. The process of searching for an
existent object will always be faster than the remaining cases
due to caching and automatic dissemination of information. In
this case the query takes a mere 52ms in contrast to the 415ms
for an unknown object.
PAM_CMF (FTP)

CMF

CMF Register, service=ftp

0.00 ms
27.63 ms

CMF Ack, code=auth, cookie=xxx
CMF Register, service=ftp, password=xxx

29.42 ms
52.15 ms

CMF Ack, code=ok
CMF Authorize, user=Maria, service=ftp

56.26 ms
108.43 ms

CMF Ack, code=authorized
CMF Unregister

111.16 ms
122.36 ms

CMF Ack, code=ok

Figure 6 - Messages related to service registration and user verification, with
successful authorization, captured by a monitoring application.

able to manage the policy in a completely cross layer manner,
and even considers social relations between users, past
interactions, location, or high level interests, which could be
used to promote a more comprehensive management
approach.
Applied to the networking environment, CoRaL [19],
proposes a language and system to manage radio spectrum.
While very useful (and inline with our vision [5]), by binding
spectrum management to ontology based reasoning, it is
limited to a very specific application. We extend this solution
by supporting cross-layer management and means of
pluggable interfaces. From all these solutions, KAoS [20]
seems to be the most flexible solution yet developed, with
applications over many fields. However, it is highly complex
and requires well-defined Distributed Directory Servers
(DDS). Moreover reasoning incurs in a high number of
complex queries over many objects of the DDS, thus raising
scalability issues. One example of this complexity is CoRaL
that explicitly aims to develop a solution aside from KAoS
due to its rigid architecture, and complexity.

V. PREVIOUS WORK

VI. CONCLUSION

There is a reasonable amount of solutions in the area of
management of interacting actors. Still they are either
constrained to particular applications (thus too simple), or too
complex to be realizable in user-centric distributed
environments. In [12], the authors define a solution based on
previous work on the area of Self-Managed Cells [13],
targeting military scenarios for unmanned autonomous
vehicles, forming an ad-hoc network. While similar to our
work, the rigid scenario of coalition military cooperation
influences (and simplify) key design and implementation
decisions, which are not suited to a generic network
management framework. PEACE [14] targets ad-hoc
communities, but severely lacks flexibility and redundancy
due to the importance of the coordinator role.
On the other side of problem, RFC 3060 [15] defines a
policy information model to manage generic information, yet
it is highly focused in scenarios with centralized data
repositories such as using LDAP, and enterprise environments.
PDL [16] defines a generic policy language and schema,
supporting explicit delegation, and object specific rules like
our scheme. However it is focused in the management of
corporations and positions, and is unclear how it could be
applied to a completely distributed system to manage shared
knowledge. Nevertheless, it has proven to be a somewhat
flexible language as it drove large attention from the research
community. SOUPA [17], targets pervasive applications and
correctly identifies the need of ontologies in order to cope
with the heterogeneous nature of pervasive environments.
While also considering ontologies, systems like [18], and [15]
lack adaptability and expressiveness because of the reduced
semantic relations supported. Our solution further extends
SOUPA by exploring semantic reasoning over ownership,
location, interactions, and other relations between objects
(even social). The ReasoningEngine module in our system is

In this work we present a user-centric, policy-driven,
autonomic management framework, which is a natural
evolution of distributed management systems for community
networks. However, the complexity of such systems is such
that a knowledge layer has been found to be essential for
effective cooperation between distinct users.
This framework has been instantiated in an environment
with multiple users. It provides users to express their interests,
and can bootstrap the network, retaining overall consistency,
while simultaneously providing a simpler user interface for
configuration of the system. The results proved our concepts
are feasible for basic service authentication, and open the
prospect for more complex, cross layer management
capabilities.
Future work will aim to evaluate the performance of our
system over a more realistic wireless mesh testbed, and
consider scenarios making use of complex cross layer, social
aware, management functionalities.
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